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Canada’s best source for ergonomic products and accessories, 
from innovative input devices to practical workstation solutions.
We stock the most comprehensive range of ergonomic products 
and have the most experienced product specialists in Canada.

ErgoCanada Product Mosaic

Keyboards

Conventional keyboards require users to place their hands and 
wrists in postures which are uncomfortable.  This can lead to 
discomfort and the emergence of repetitive strain injuries (RSI).

      We offer a wide range of keyboards which can improve the ergonomics of your workstation including:

 

Your Canadian Source For:

Alternative Layout / Orientation Keyboards
Compact and Mini Keyboards

Separated Keyboards
Vertical Keyboards

 

Left Handed Keyboards 

Adjustable Tent / Split Keyboards
Combo Keyboards with built in mouse 
Large / Small Key Keyboards
One-Handed Keyboards
Fixed Split / Splay Keyboards
 

Pointing Devices
Conventional mice require users to grip the mouse in a non-neutral 
posture and have buttons which through position or actuation force 
can lead to trigger finger.  Often the ‘reach’ itself for the mouse can 

be the source of increasing the potential for mouse-related RSI.

      Select from a wide range of pointing devices which by design or position result in a more optimal interface:

Your Canadian Source For:

Alternative Mice
Clicking Accessories
Hands Free Mice
Touchpads
Vertical Mice
 

Contoured Mice
Left Handed Mice

Trackballs
Wireless Mice

 

Central Pointing Devices

A4Tech - Adesso - Belkin - BigKeys - Cherry - Comfort
Datadesk - Datalux - DSI - Goldtouch - IOne - Kensington 
Kinesis - Logitech - Matias - Maltron - Microsoft - Orbitouch
Safetype - Sejin - Solidtek - TypeMatrix - Visikey - Zeomi - Zippy

3M - Ablenet - AirO2Bic - Cirque - Clearly Superior Technologies 
Contour Design - ErgoClick - Evoluent - Goldtouch - Humanscale
IOGear - I/O Test - ITAC -IOne - Kensington - Logitech - Microsoft 
NaturalPoint - Perific - Tash - Traxsys - Waawoo - ZTM
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This graphic shows the optimal layout for a computer  
workstation for an individual with no pre-existing 
conditions or injuries.  This graphic can be found on our 
‘Tips for Making Your  Workstation Ergonomic’ article in 
the ErgoCanada Guide to Ergonomics on our web site
- just click on the ‘Why Ergo’ link on the home page.

ErgoCanada Product Mosaic (Part 2)

Pointing DevicesNumeric Keypads / Footswitches

Pointing DevicesLaptop / Desktop Solutions

Book / Document Holders

 Keyboard / Monitor Arms

Discrete Numeric Keypads can be stored when not in use, allowing 
you to reclaim valuable workstation space (e.g. for a mousing area) 
without sacrificing functionality.  Programmable keypads and foot 
switches allow you to map common modifier keys (CTRL, ALT,  etc.), 
mouse clicks, and even combination keystrokes and macros to avoid 
awkward reaches and optimize your input options for your workstation.

Articulating LCD monitor arms allow you to position 
your monitor at the optimal height and distance, and 
store it when not in use.  Articulating keyboard arms with 
trays give you the ability to ensure your worksurface 
is not only the correct height, but also at the correct 
inclination (which for most users is a negative tilt). 

Laptop Solutions are products which change the position 
or orientation of the laptop to ensure the correct viewing 
height for the screen and a neutral posture, even in non-
office settings.  Desktop Solutions include such innovative 
products as the MicroDesk (at right) which is a  sloped 
writing surface and document holder.

Book and Document Holders allow users to adjust the position 
and tilt of required reference material.  This adjustability offers 
increased comfort for the user and visibility of the material).  
Products which allow for materials to be viewed ‘inline’ and/or 
close at hand keep workers within their comfort zone, avoiding 
awkward postures which can affect the neck, shoulder and eye.
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